
ELISABETH YORK Debuts New Colors and Textures in its 2019 Collection 
 

NEWPORT NEWS, Va. -- March _, 2019 - PRLog -- ELISABETH YORK released its new 
2019 spring collection in showrooms across the country January 7 - _, 2019. These new 
additions draw inspiration from nature’s powerful storms and cycles of creative renewal. Many 
of the new releases show off ELISABETH YORK’s deep blue new colorway: Storm. 
 
ELISABETH YORK released two new nature-inspired foundation pieces. Lida is a hand-loomed 
matelassé coverlet that gives the option for traditional white on one side, and reverses to a 
natural white that gives the bed a softer look reminiscent of an overcast sky. Nunzia Oyster is a 
quilt that complements this mood with a warm natural oyster color and stitching that imitates 
the intricate textures and patterns of tree bark. 
 
Other new releases included the Marlowe collection, Nova Pillows, and Blythe Throws. Marlowe 
is hand-stitched and hand-screened geometric quilted bedding that features the moody blue of 
Storm in a subtly distressed interlocking pattern. The Nova Pillows display an ikat-inspired 
springtime lotus flower emphasized by a unique ribbed texture. The Blythe Throws are the latest 
development of handcrafted luxury from ELISABETH YORK, and mirror the unique intricacies 
and variations in natural patterns with their hand-loomed fabric and hand-knotted fringe. 
 
Continuing their ardor for handcrafted elegance, ELISABETH YORK debuted Wren, which is a 
dazzling hand-beaded and hand-embroidered accent pillow that mimics lightning in the night 
sky and the dramatic relationship between light and dark. 
 
ELISABETH YORK also expanded some of their most in-demand items - Lavato and Mila - and 
released these handcrafted textiles in Storm. 
 
The textures and colors of ELISABETH YORK’s 2019 collection evoke both the allure and power 
of nature as the stark beauty of winter transforms into the inviting landscape of spring. These 
new pieces are designed for versatility, and can be layered with other products to imbue them 
with the mysterious and foreboding energy of a storm, or with the fresh life and engaging spirit 
of spring. 
 

### 
ELISABETH YORK celebrates beauty near and far. The brand represents the comforts of home 
and nature, drawing inspiration from our Virginia roots, New England escapes, and the subtle 
beauty that surrounds us in our everyday lives. Elements and influences from around the globe 
lend surprising twists to classic style. ELISABETH YORK offers effortless elegance that comes 
from layering textures and patterns with an unexpected mix of details. 
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